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February 19, 1982

Reagan plans
not to commit
U.S. troops
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Ronald Reagan said yesterday that
his administration has "no plans to
send American combat troops into
action" in El Salvador or anywhere
else. He wouldn't discuss U.S. options
for increased military support of the
Salvadoran government.

Student aims for goals
in spite of handicap
by Michael Amburgey
News reporter

staff photos by Dala Omorl
Frad Aball makas his way down a hallway In lha Education building.

Almost everyone has some type
of handicap, whether it is physical,
emotional, intellectual or personality oriented.
For one University student, Fred
A bell, the handicap is cerebral
palsy, a disability to the motor
centers of the brain that results in
muscular uncoordination. But,
Abell said it does not prevent him
from leading a full and productive
life.
Abell's goal of becoming a high
school social sciences teacher has
brought him to the University,
where he is working toward his
teacher certification in the College
of Education.
The handicap forces him to use
arm crutches when he walks. This,
he said, entails a great deal of
exertion and a lot of time when
traveling around campus. Abell
said he has had orthopedic surgery
six or seven times and has been
hospitalized 12 or 13 times, for
disorders directly related to the
disease.
"It is hard for me to remember,"
Abell explained, adding that in 12
Eears of schooling, he was in the
ospital every year.
ABELL LIVES in Kohl Hall,
which is close to most of his classes
held in the Education buidling. But
his handicap requires planning before going to different places on
campus. He said he does not enjoy
the benefits of the Student Recreation Center or the University
Bookstore because of the distance.
Traveling has been "horrendous" in the snow this year, Abell
said.
"Campus Safety will help me out
during school hours. It has to be
school related. So they don't have,
to my knowledge, a regular service
for handicaps, he said.
Abell said he realizes that everyone has had problems getting
around in the bad weather but most

people have their legs to support
"Suppose you want to get a haircut or flowers for your girlfriend.
There's no program or policy (at
the University) to get that done.
"ITS NOT like I can just run
uptown if I want to go somewhere,"
he said. "That would just be very
hard."
Despite his restrictions, Abell
said he tries to remain cheerful. "I
have my good days and my bad
days," he said. "I try to maintain a
strong positive attitude. Every human being has moments of sadness
and frustration. I would be lying if I
said that I don't have such moments. Sometimes I cannot go to
C:es or do things because of my
dicap and it makes me sad.
But, overall I would say that I have
a good outlook on things."
Abell has graduated from the
University of Toledo in 1979 with a
bachelor of arts in political science. He enrolled at Ohio Northern
University in Ada with hopes of
becoming an attorney. But, after a
year of law school he decided he
wanted to teach.
He realizes there could be problems for a handicapped teacher but
he said, "I don't anticipate a lot of
problems that most beginning teachers would not have.
HE SAID he might need physical
assistance at times, but in a practical sense, "I'll have to make it
clear who's boss!"
"In comparing B.G. to the other
schools I have attended, Bowling
Green ranks very high academically," Abell said, "but the University of Toledo had more suitable
facilities for handicapped people."
At Toledo, Abell was involved
with a kinesiology program that
examined muscles and exercies.
Under supervision, he developed a
regular athletic program of calisthenics, weight lifting and swimming. He worked up to swim a
quarter mile three tunes a week.
continued on page 3

Man wants to end violence against children
by Becky Bracht
News staff reporter
If we can eliminate violence in the
home, we can eliminate violence in
society as a whole, Dr. John Valusek,
a psychologist promoting the idea
that people are not for hitting, said.
"Violence is essentially learned,"
Valusek said, "and there is a linkage
between the hitting phenomenon and
the level of violence in society."
Valusek began his campaign
against violence, People Are Not For
Hitting: Children Are People Too, 15

years ago.
While he was teaching mentally
retarded children, he realized that
our society did not have a means of
coping with various aspects of violence. He decided that if there was
one way of ridding society of violence,
it was to begin with ridding violence
in the home.
DR. TREVOR PHILLIPS, a professor in the College of Education agrees
with Valusek's ideas. "We don't hit
people, but we hit children," he said.
"We have to get the idea across that

children are people too."
Most people grow up with the belief
that if your parent spanks you, it is
because you deserve it, Phillips said.
Hitting, he added, becomes a habit
that is very hard to stop. If parents
didn't spank their children, they (children) wouldn't learn violence, be
said.
"Violence begets violence," Phillips said. If you look at society from
the top down, murderers, rapists and
criminals grew up in homes where
they were nit.
"Why don't we ever declare that

hitting another person is wrong. Why
should children grow up in a world
where it's OK for adults to hit them,"
he said.
Phillips said that Valusek is suggesting that parents reduce the number of times they hit their children.
"If you usually hit four times, reduce it to once." he said.
PARENTS COULD also restructure
the home environment so that children will commit less infractions.
Phillips suggested moving breakables
out ofreachand deciding on only five
infractions serious enough to hit their

child instead of ten.
Valusek said he runs up against
opposition because his idea is new and
goes against the grain of what most
people grow up learning. "It's hard
tor them to see what I'm talking
about," he said.
"Most people are well-intentioned
as parents and they don't see the
connection between hitting and violence," Valusek said. "From a societal viewpoint, if we can do something
about these small hits at home, this
would eliminate other violence."
contlnuad on page 3

Committee revises parts of student body constitution
by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter
Student voting privileges, control of
general fee allocations and student
organizations' autonomy are all concerns being dealt with by the student
body constitution revision committee.
One area discussed in the committee's only meeting since the Board of
Trustees established it in November,
deals with student voting rights on
decision making committees, a clause
in the document that Faculty Senate
voted to oppose last fall.
Richard Ward, chairman of Faculty
Senate, said that the vote was simply
an opposition to "automatic rights.
Ward explained that in areas of
salary, promotion and tenure. Faculty Senate believes in the Academic
Charter's traditional focus on these

decisions "being the right and prerogative of one's peers."

"I FEEL this is sort of a peer
process," he said.
Ward said some persons mistakWARD SAID these decisions are ingly thought Faculty Senate opposed
based on performance in teaching, students sitting on any committees,
research and service, and added that adding that in some departments stustudents would not be knowledgeable dents are involved in selections. But
about a professor's research and he added that this should be a departservice contributions.
mental prerogative.
"That knowledgeableness is baHe said that he supports students
sically a criteria for any other com- sitting on committees where the Acamittee on this campus that students demic Charter mandates or permits
have been excluded," he said.
their involvement.
Ward said the difficulty with the
Professors should be evaluated for clause will come in future interpretaexperience in the profession, Frazier tions, when "we have a different
Reams, chairman of the Board of Faculty Senate chair, a different head
Trustees, said.
of student government and a different
"I oppose a student with a voting president of the University."
right, or possibly without a voting
right, sitting on a committee voting
"THESE ARE NOT the parties that
for faculty tenure," he said.
originally agreed to letter I (the

clause calling for student voting the committee, said the funds distribution issue depends on what kind of
membership), he said.
Another area of dispute deals with a representation students want.
''Students on this campus prefer to
clause calling for student government
establishing the process to administer have representatives elected to allocate the general fees," she said.
the allocation of general fee funds.
She said the ACGFA distributes
Bruce Johnson, student body presimoney
"on a basis totally designed
dent, said Student Government, as
and
controlled by the administration.
stated in the constitution, wants con"It's not a student controlled body
trol of the process that fees are alloat all," she said.
cated.
Johnson said although Advisory
KORTOKRAX SAID there is not an
Committee on General Fees Allocations cannot be autonomous from issue between student government
administrators and faculty members and minority organizations over inin budget decisions, he believes Stu- ternal control.
"As far as I'm concerned, there's
dent Government should be in charge
of establishing the process for fee no way in the world there should be no
group members on ACGFA whose
allocations.
group is up for funding," she said.
She added that there should be
DANA KORTOKRAX, former stucontlnuad on page 3
dent body president and a member of

The Central American nation of El
Salvador is under attack by leftist
guerrillas and is being aided by
American military aid and advisers.
Asked what further steps he might
take, Reagan told a news conference:
"I just don't believe that you discuss
those options of what you may or may
not do.
To tip his hand, Reagan said, would
reduce American leverage.
ASKED WHETHER there are any
circumstances under which he might
use U.S. troops, Reagan said:
"Well, maybe if they dropped a
bomb on the White House I might get
mad."
In discussing his controversial budget proposal, Reagan left open the
possibility of compromise, saying
that if opponents "come up with some
specific suggestions, suggest something, we'll take a look atit."
But he then added that "we cannot
back away on national defense" without sending the wrong message to
both allies and potential adversaries
and he called his tax cut policy "the
strongest thing we have" toward restoring productivity.
Reagan also said high interest rates
represent "the greatest single threat
today to a healthy, lasting recovery"
from the recession. Major banks increased the prime rate Wednesday
from 16V4 to 17 percent.
The president reflected concern
that the Federal Reserve Board
might ease monetary policy, and that
the administration might tolerate
ever-higher deficits. Reagan's own
budget projects record deficits, with
theTigure this year estimated at $98.6
billion.
BUT REAGAN also said he would
not compromise on his call for an 18
percent increase in defense spending
next year, a budget that has become a
prime target for congressional critics
- both Republican and Democratic bent on curbing the deficit.
"We cannot back away on national
defense without sending a message to
our allies and adversaries that would
be very unwise," Reagan said.
Reagan also said, "We're not just
an arms supplier" despite the controversy surrounding Defense Secretary
Caspar Weinberger's discussions with
Jordan about the possible purchase of
additional American weapons, including missiles and F-16 fighters.

Inside
2 Kansas State professor
Randall Bresee says
that fibers taken from
two young blacks slain in
Atlanta may not necessarily
link them to defendant Wayne
Williams.
5 Faculty Senate may not
come up with a satisfactory plan by year's
end to dismiss faculty members if the budget squeeze
becomes too tight, according
to Dr. Richard Ward.
6

With former starter
John Flowers still undecided on whether or
not to quit Bowling Green's
basketball team, the Falcons
prepare to host Northern Illinois in an important MidAmerican Conference game in
Anderson Arena tomorrow
night.

Weather

Mostly cloudy. High in the
low to mid 30s, low 20-25.
Rain mixed with snow likely
in the morning.
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Poland criticizes clergy
WARSAW, Poland (AP)
- Communist Poland's
martial law regime
stepped up its attack on the
Roman Catholic clergy
yesterday, and a West German newspaper quoted reliable sources in Warsaw
as saying a nationwide
roundup of priests is
planned.
In its second broadside
against the church in two
days, Radio Warsaw said
that some "lower Catholic
clergy" were rekindling
"ola sources of conflict
such as placing of religious
rbols (crosses) in pubplaces, state institutions and schools.
The broadcast accused
one priest in northern Poland of appealing to parents to oppose efforts to
remove crosses from
schools "even if they were
fired on in the process."
Another broadcast criticized the church for

speaking out against internment of leaders of the
independent union, Solidarity, and said some priests
sought to "criticize the policy of the authorities towards extremists."
ONE WESTERN diplomatic observer who maintains close ties with the
church said, "Such criticism is likely to misfire.
Why criticize the church
now after being silent for
months since it began
working in behalf of internees."
The observer, who requested anonymity, said of
1.800 interned union activists released from camps,
1,100 were set free at the
behest of the church. The
regime says some 4,000
people are still detained.
The church counts some
80 to 90 percent of Poland's
36 million citizens as members, and primate, Arch-

bishop Jozef Glemp, has
spoken out in the past
X'nst internment and
r aspects of martial
law since it was imposed
Dec. 13 and Solidarity
leader Lech Walesa detained.
Glemp has maintained
public silence since returning from Vatican talks last
week with Polish-born
Pope John Paul II, but
church sources said the
primate will deliver a sermon Feb. 26 and it is expected to outline the
church's policy toward
martial law.
IN WEST GERMANY,
the respected newspaper
Frankfurter Allgemelne
quoted "reliable sources in
Warsaw" as saying the
Polish regime plans a major attack on the clergy in
two or three weeks, with
nationwide arrests of
firiests and broadcasts of
Drged tapes.

The BG News
Obsidian and
The Key
are now accepting applications
for:
Editors, copy editors, photographers, news and
sports reporters
Apply: 106 University Hall

Deadline: Tueaday. March 2 at 5 p.m.

Cuban suffers from bombing
MIAMI (AP)-The pains
creep up on nights when
Emilio Milian dreams of
running through the
streets. But Milian cannot
run.
Pains strike like a hammer some days and his feet
seem to throb. But he has
no feet.
They are phantom pains
- reminders of that nightmarish day nearly six
years ago, when his legs
were blown off by a terrorist bomb.
The 50-year-old Milian,
who came here from Havana in 1965, remembers
the day vividly.
AT DUSK on April 30,
1976, Milian walked from
the studio of Spanish-language radio station WQBA
where he was a popular
talk show host, stepped
into his car and turned the
ignition key.
"I neverheard the explosion. I felt like I was inside
a big bell and somebody
was hitting the bell," he
recalled, tossing his hands
over his face. A thick, ugly

scar circles five inches
around his wrist.
"I heard everybody crying and trying to help me,"
he said.
The car was blasted into
jagged pieces by a bomb
planted beneath the floor
and wired to the ignition.
"THE CAR WAS on fire.
I thought, 'This is the end,'
" he said. As he looked up,
a scar, mostly hidden by
Elastic surgery, was visile under his left eye.
"I couldn't see well.
There was blood. I tried to
leave the car. I couldn't. I
thought, 'I have to leave
the car.' But my legs ...
they were very hurt.'
Milian bent over and
Culled up a pants' leg. He
tigged an elastic strap and
pulled off an artificial leg.
He has two artificial
legs, both attached at the
nubs where his kneecaps
once were.
"TWO OR THREE people helped pull me from the
car. I was on my back,
looking to the sky. I tried to
turn over ... but 1

Marilyn Rosinski
News staff reporter
THE MONEY raised
through the Muscular
Dystrophy Dance-a-thon
on Feb. 5 and 6 is the
largest charity donation
reported for a one-time
event by a campus organization, Greg DeCrane, Director of Student
Organizations and New
Student Programs, said.
The event, sponsored by
Kohl Hall residents, recorded pledges totaling J4,703, said David Zen,

University chairman for
Muscular Dystrophy. This
is nearly double last year's
total of $2,100.
Collection of the pledge
money will continue until
the end of the quarter, Zeh
said. Dancers can turn in
the money to the main desk
at Kohl Hall. To date, 20
dancers have turned in
more than $750.
Zeh said he sees no problem with collecting the total amount pledged since
none of the participants
have reported any difficulty in getting their quota

WE HAVE THE ANSWER!
Pendleton Mgt. Co.
New Location
853 Napoleon Apt #5
Still have some great apartments available
for Spring or Fall
Village Green
352-6167

SIGN UP NOW
IN THE UAO OFFICE
3rd Floor Union

Merchandise donated by
local merchants will be
awarded to the top contributors after all the money
has been tallied.
TYPICALLY A
DANCER was sponsored
for about 5 cents a hour,

Forest Aportments
352 6985

Ahhh... BAHAMAS!
Fly this Spring Break
to

10:30 AM -5:00 PM
Admission '2.00/person

Leave from Union Oval -10:30 AM
and Return 5:00 PM

luther
352-2276

during the two weeks since
the dance.
Zeh believes the proK:ted figure will probably
surpassed. "Those peofile who already have
urned in their money have
more than matched their
pledges." he said.

ATLANTA (AP) - A defense fiber expert testified
yesterday that fibers used
to link Wayne Williams to
two slain young blacks
matched fibers taken at
random from a lawyer's
office and a fabric store.
The testimony from Kansas State University Professor Randall Bresee
challenged the heart of the
state's case and met with
lengthy objections from
Erosecutors, who quesoned his qualifications
and the accuracy of his
tests.
Defense attorney Alvin
Binder angrily charged
that prosecutors had "done
everything they can to

Send 11.00 lor Postage and HandHog to:
MIDWEST EDUCATIONAL ADVERTISING
BOX 9505
CANTON. OHIO 44711

Saturday, February 27

with a total pledge per
person of $35. Three dancers brought in pledges totally over $100 each.
In the competition
among residence halls,
Prout raised more money
than any other hall.
From this year's funds,
$300 was deposited with the
Charities Board account to
be drawn on for next year's
expenses. A check for the
remaining amount, expected to be about $4,500,
will be presented by Zeh to
Jerry Anderson of WTVG-

NASSAU!
March 20 - 27

Only $491 'Person Includes transportation
and lodging
SIGN UP NOW IN THE UAO OFFICE
Deadline: March 1.
ITS BETER IN THE BAHAMAS!!

keep the jury from hearing
this witness."
WILLIAMS, a 23-yearold black free-lance photographer, is charged with
murdering Nathaniel
Cater, 27, and Jimmy Ray
Payne, 21, two of the 28
young blacks slain in a 22month string of killings in
Atlanta.
No arrests have been
made in the 26 other cases,
but prosecutors presented
evidence about the slayings of 10 other young
blacks in an effort to shew
a pattern fitting the Cater
arid Payne deaths.
Prosecution witnesses
testified last month that
microscopic fibers found
on all 12 victims matched
fibers from Williams'
home and car.
But Bresee, who said he
was testifying in his first
criminal case, told the jury
that fibers from a carpet in
defense lawyer Mary Welcome's office matched fibers from carpet in
Williams' home. He said
fibers from violet acrylic
material bought in a fabric
store matched fibers from
■•"■^^■je"""""**™"""**"

due to change in Airfares

Williams' bedspread.
The carpet and bedspread fibers taken from
Williams' home were
among the fibers prosecution witnesses had
matched to fibers found on
Cater's and Payne'.'; bodies.
PROSECUTION FIBER
EXPERTS testified that
scientific tests on 18 different types of fibers and
hairs taken from the victims' bodies matched fibers from 18 different
sources in Williams' home
and car. The state wit
nesses said that, with that
large number of matches,
it would be "virtually imEssible" for the fibers to
ve come from anywhere
else.
Bresee suggested, however, that the Chattahoochee River, where the
bodies of Cater and Payne
were found, could have
been a source of the fibers
found on the victims.
He said he submerged a
pillow case in the river last
weekend and found "an
amazing number of fibers"
on the cloth..
■»•■

■»»■

•HAVEN HOUSE e PIEDMONT
only $500.00 for the only $400.00 for the
entire summer
ennre sumrrier

...Cat:h a Wave
It's the 5th Annual
DG Anchor Splash

Houses, Efficiencies, & Rooms

SPECIAL RATES
ON FALL LEASES, 1882

.

(

M

furnished or unfurnished
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 0-12 4 1-8
Sol 10-2
2 bdrm: Unfurnished; $265
1 FJcfrm: Unfurnished; $250
Furnished: $285
Furnished; $270
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Landlord Pays Al Utilities
Resident Ptya Electric Lights
1 Bdrtn: Unfurnished; $200
Efficiencies:
Furnished; $225
Unfumtehed; $200
Landlord Pays Gas Heat
Furnished; $226
Resident Pays Electric Lights
Landlord Pays Al UtHties
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Any organization that
raises more than $20,000 is
flown to Las Vegas to present it's check live on
Jerry Lewis' national telethon program. This is
Zeh's idealistic goal for
another year.
During its last seven
years as a campus fund
raiser run by the residents
of Kohl, the Dance-a-thon
has raised more than $11,000, said Zeh.

(furnished 2 bedroom)

214 N&poleon Rd., Bowling Green
Phone:352-1195

• Laundry faculties available • Gas heat
e Swimming pool • Party room
e Game room e Sauna

TV, honorary chairman,
during the 1982 Labor Day
Telethon program.

SPECIAL SUMMER
RATES

Prices subject to change WITHOUT NOTICE
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Meadowview Court
Apartments

mission.
Said Milian, "It is very
nice to know you're respected. Even my enemies
respect me. I feel very
good in that respect."
Still Milian longs to return to broadcasting. He
was fired a year after the
bombing by WQBA, which
refused to let him resume
his talk show because it
feared the program might
bring another attack
against Milain or other station personnel.
Milian owns 51 percent of
The New Continental
Broadcasting Co., and has
solicited approval for two
years from the Federal
Communications Commission to build a 5,000-watt
AM radio station in Miami.
The FCC rejected his request, but Milain has
sought a second ruling.
' Tarn a man of faith," he
said." Radio is my life... it
is my luxury to help others.
And money is Important in
life only when you can use
it to help other people.
That is what I have found
since the bombing."

Expert doubts fiber links

Need Help Finding A Job?

Southwyck Mall

year before he learned how
to walk again, laboriously
coordinating his artificial
limbs.
Anti-Castro terrorists
were blamed for about 40
bombing attacks during
the 1970s in the Miami
area.
Police and FBI agents in
the Miami area said the
bombings dwindled because terrorists feared
their actions would impede
the release of political prisoners in Cuba.
Last month when a demonstration by Cuban refugees over the deportation
of a 20-year-old stowaway
turned violent and led to
the arrest of 34 people and
minor injuries to 10 policemen, Miami Police
Chief Kenneth Harms
blamed the uprising on
Communist agitators.
MEMBERS OF THE
Latin community, about 36
percent of Dade County's
population of 1.6 million,
alleged police brutality.
Miami Mayor Maurice
Ferre named Milian to
head the 25-member com-

Dancers raise $4,500 for Lewis' telethon

TEACHERS

Take a Shopping Excursion
to...

couldn't."
Dynamite had been
packed in the engine compartment, apparently by
Cuban exiles upset over
Milian's attacks on antiCastro terrorists.
The militant anti-Castro
group "Zero" claimed responsibility for the bombing, but federal and local
investigators were never
able to make any arrests in
the case.
"I can tell you they are
Cubans ... ana very active
in terrorist activities in the
U.S. and outside for many
years," he said, refusing to
elaborate.
On April 30, 1981 - "a
sick and sad day" Milian
says - the statute of limitations expired.
"Now they will never go
to jail for their criminal
actions - that still bothers
me," he said. "But, I don't
hate anybody because if
you
live with hate, you're
t;"ing yourself."
MILIAN UNDERWENT
six operations after the
explosion, three on his
shattered limbs. It was

CALL 352-9378
Rental Office Located At the
New Cherrywood Health Spa
H

H

w

m

m

University Village and
University Court s
Apartments
(Located at the corner of Uough and
Mercer streets 1 block south of campus).
Spacious 2 bedroom, furnished apartments
within walking distance to shopping,
campus activities and movie theatres.
Student rental applications for '82 83 school
year will be accepted starting Feb. 1. 1982.
Rental rates include heating, cooking and water.
Rental applications may be obtained at
Amherst Village Apartments. (Rental Office!
1520CloughSt.
352 0164
Office Hours: 9-5

Sun. Fab 21
1:00 pm
Cooper Pool
memme
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Velusek

Tax increase viable remedy

"We learn how to become expert at
hitting," he said. If children grow up
in a home where they are spanked as
punishment, they will grow up thinking that if someone doesn't do somewith the governor.
thing they want them to do, and
Deering's speculations were no they
re bigger than that person, it's
more reassuring.
all right to hit them, Valusek said.
"IT'S MUCH more serious than
FAMILY and the school are
anyone ever anticipated," he said. "I theTHE
two institutions where people
think there's some sad days yet are only
allowed to be hit, Phillips said.
ahead."
wonder to what extent should we
He also correlated the deficient be"Itrying
to discover how likely our
budget to the temporary status of the teachers-to-be
will be to hit their
taxes imposed and then discontinued students," he said. He questioned the
by Rhodes after his 1978 election, as possibility of discouraging those who
well as congressional politics.
would be more likely to hit to continue
as education majors. Phillips said he
"It's both parties; they all play wants to impress upon his students
games. Integrity's a liability in this that it is morally wrong to hit chiljob, unfortunately," Deering said. dren.
''You can blame the politicians, or the
"The National Education AssociaEublic servants, as I like to call them, tion is against corporal punishment,
ut you can trace the problems back but the teacher's associations are
to the people."
not," Phillips said. "I'd like to see
To illustrate their point, Brown
asked the audience of about 40 people,
most of whom identified themselves
as being employed in public education, if they would support a tax hike. more attention to priorities in the
About hall raised their hands.
distribution of funds, allocating more
After their presentations, the rep- money to those group who have
resentatives were questioned by the programs that help the quality of
audience and a panel composed of students at the University.
Lakota Schools Superintendent Gary
"I think we have a system in place
Keller, Bowling Green city school which accomplishes the ends which
treasurer Joe Stockner and Bowling we sought when it was set up," Reams
Green city school superintendent Dr. said."Until we have a more experiRichard Cummings.
enced factor or until I'm convinced it
Keller explained that his system is isn't doing a good job, we should stick
operating on less money for fiscal 1982 with the current system."
than it had in 1979.
PRESENT ACGFA membership
"You're between a rock and a hard consists of one faculty member, one
place, Gary," Brown said. "My an- contract staff member, four elected
swer to you is we have a state loan undergraduates, one elected graduate
fund. I think it's a sad commentary." student and the undergraduate and
graduate student representatives to

Education to face more problems
by Kyle Silvers
News staff reporter

funds in fiscal 1981 and a possible 8.9
percent cut this year, combined with
public officials who were elected on
no-new-tax platforms
have combined
to create a ficrisis" situation for public education, they said.
"It's really not a very optimistic
situation," Brown said. "The situation would indicate that these are
Erobably the most difficult times we
ave faced in Ohio. One of the things
you soon learn... you don't initiate or
pass taxes without the leadership
wanting to. We're presently running
about a million a day short between
revenue and expenses. Indeed, we are
§oing to be snort a billion dollars
uring this biennium."
He added that the responsibility for
citing the need for a tax increase lies

The future of education in Ohio is
bleak.
That was the picture painted last
night by State Representatives Robert Brown (R-Perrysburg) and Frederick Deering (D-Monroeville) who
spoke on "The State of Public Education in Ohio" at a public meeting
sponsored by the League of Women
Voters.
Both identified themselves as education advocates, and related the
state's difficulties primarily to a lack
of money for schools.
The most viable remedy, they
agreed, is increased taxation.
A SEVEN percent cut in school

rAbell

,,omp 9e,

'

Academic demands have prevented him from developing a program at the University.
THERE WERE ELEVATORS in
most of the buildings on campus at
Toledo, Abell explained. Also, Toledo had a bus service going to and
from classes.
"I used an electric cart at Ohio
Northern that was loaned to me by
an instructor there. It had an electric motor and. . . it got me around
the campus," he said.
Abell uses a freight elevator in
Kohl and Hayes Halls and a passenger elevator in the Education
Building.
He requested Kohl under the

impression that it had handicapped
facilities, but it did not and adjustments had to be made. A $75 railing
was erected in the shower to prevent him from slipping.
Abell said he plans to student
teach, preferably in the Findlay
area during spring quarter, and
find a teaching job after he completes his teacher certification this
summer.
"I would like to contribute to
society," Abell said. "I think I can
best do that by teaching.
"I like to reach out to people" he
said. "I like it when people reach
out to me. I would like to have a
wife and a family some day."

from p*g« 1

and television interviews and putting
out a newsletter to interested people.
He had to stop publication of his
newsletter last year because of lack ot
funds, but one of his goals for 1982 is to
resurrect it.
"I've avoided attempting to start an
organization because as an organization we would have to be too concerned with how to sustain
ourselves," Valusek said. Instead, the
psychologist has linked up with other
groups and individuals who are doing
ANOTHER alternative to paddling things in their own communities.
would be to isolate the misbehaving
AS AN INDIVIDUAL, Valusek is
child from the other students.
Temple University in Philadelphia free to say whatever he wants without
has founded the National Center for fear of organizational politics interthe Study of Corporal Punishment. fering.
Because of lack of funds, Valusek is
Valusek. who is on the board of directors, said this group is researching afraid he may have to give up his idea
the effects of corporal punishment on and go back to a regular nine to five
children and alternatives that could job. "I don't want to abandon the idea
and I've been trying to involve people
be used in the school.
Valusek has continued his one-man who have the funds to do something
campaign by doing lectures, radio about it," he said.

Bowling Green graduate teachers
that will have enough alternatives
that they won't have to paddle," he
said.
"One alternative to corporal punishment is a very special teacher,' he
said. A teacher who is patient and
caring is more likely to get better
results out of his or her students.
"If you trust children, they're more
likely to come out the way you want
them to," he said.

constitution -J=I
the Board of Trustees, Dr. Bob Arrowsmith, assistant dean of students,
said.
Because only two University staff
members vote on the budget decision,
students presently have a majority
vote, Arrowsmith added.
Reams said there are other problems with the constitution, particularly with language.
"It s my recollection there were
some areas where the committee felt
a change in the wording would make
it acceptable to a majority of the
committee," he said.
KORTOKRAX SAID the members
"haven't gotten past the basic concept of what is a student govern-

ment."
Members are questioning what responsiblity and rights student government has, she added.
Other organizations are concerned
with their autonomy, she said, and do
not want to be a part of the Student
Government, as outlined in the constitution.
"They don't want to be a part of a
cluster," she said. "They want to be
dealt with as an individual constituency,"
"I can understand the opposition,"
she explained. "Historically that's
been a problem in the U.S. We fail to
recognize and respect differences in
culture."

BE A BIG BROTHER

mm

FREE
EXTRA CHEESE

SPRING BREAK

Further Info.
Call 2-0088

DAYTONA BEACH-$99/$H9
FORT LAUD€RDA1£-$139
PADRE l$IAND-$109/$129
NASSAU, BAHAMAS-$169

on any size pizza with on» <n
additional Items
ASK for It when ordering

pjJrW* "——»
352-5166

Pick up Applications in 405
Student Services Bldq.
(Due Friday, March 5)

EXPIRES AS POSTED
COUPON.

• d doy^7 nights bacwh front accommodations
• Poolslda welcome party
• Sports acttvrnei
• 'AH trr^M

*fe

• Optional Parly Bus available

Dixie Electric Co. ;

FOR KSBTVAJIONS CONTACT:

w
FLASHBACK

SUMMIT TOURS

Inc.

Mary Jo
372-6837

An Entertainment Utility

LAST YEAR OVER 4 000
SATISFIED BEACH LOVERS!

MYLES PIZZA PUB
516 E. Wooster

I

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504

I

(l)Onc Coupon Per Order
EXPIRES MARCH 1,1982

Free 2-Liter Bottle
of Tab with any
14" (2) item or more pizza I
I

Myles Pizza Pub
352-1504
(l)One Coupon Per Order
EXPIRES FEB. 25,1982

Free 2-Liter Bottle
of Tab with any
14" (2) item or more pizza

I
I
I
I
I

Annual Chanty Extravaqandza

11;.'.^, MARDI GRAS'82 MARDI GRAS 82 MARDI GRAS 82
"Somewhere In Time"
SATURDAY Feb. 20 1982

FRIDAY Feb. 19, 1982

MUSIC OF THE 80

rfp)ifl§and
etnas
9 PM-12 Midnight
Side Door Union
$1 Donation at the door

■
i
i

WattinsarW

THE
MAIN EVENT
8 PM- 12 Midnight
The entire University Union
will be a timeline of excitement
Featuring

1920's Chicago Casino in the
Ballroom

Proceeds from Mardi G ros go lo Charities Board!!

PPRTY

Saturday, February 20
Remember 3-piece suits and other
strange fads of the bWHiml
Remember all of the money you
spent learning the latest dance steps,
only to discover that you have no
rhythm; or when you finally learned
them they were no longer popular?
This Saturday at the Dixie, you
can relive the past - you can even
put those dance lessons to aood use.
and join in the John Travolta
dance-alike contest.
Don't forget our ever popular leis and

of course WukdqU WLaAmbl
«

COME PLUG YOURSELF IN

•4
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Students learn, live in France

EN JOY... An Evening With

by Linda Perez
News staff reporter

S«*y FtWwiy 21,1982
8:00 PM
AnJ«rt«iAren«
Diw Of*n «t 7:00 PM

All Seats: $12.50
TICKETS AVAILABLE NOW:
Union Ticket Office, All Finders, The Source
Boogie Other Boogie, All Head Sheds
W1IN ! 2 Tickets lo the James Ta\ lor concert Dinner
in Toledo and a Limousine For the Evening

LISTEN TO Z105 FOR MORE DETAILS.
So food, smoking, beverages, came/VS or
'wordingdevices in Anderson Arvnu.

University student Karen Constan did not know
any French before she participated last summer in
the University's study
abroad program to one of
France's leading business
schools, the University of
Nantes.
She still was able to get
along very well, living with
a French family where one
of the daughters spoke English, and calls her experience a worthwhile
endeavor.
"I was forced to pick up
a little more of the culture,
see more of what was

Ciwet»a f *2

PM 352 0265

NOW

. SHOWING

Originating at the Uni- of economics and director
versity in 1960 at the re- of the program.
Suest of the University of
American students are
antes, which had been
housed with host families
sending its entire secondyear class here to study
in relation to their specific
business, as well as sendneeds and interests and
ing six of its top graduates
are taught courses in Ento the University to obtain
glish in European history
MBA's, the program is
and culture, the European
open to all University stuEconomic Community,
dents, regardless of their
and European business
majors.
and monetary systems by
French, German and BritThe cost is $1,200, includish instructors.
ing tuition, fees, room and
board. Six hours of semesCONSTAN DESCRIBED
the courses as general.
ter credit are given undergraduates and four
University senior Martin
semester hours for gradAlston, majoring in interuate students, said Dr.
national business and marCharles Chittle, professor
keting who participated in

The Interfraternity
Council has begun a group
within itself that is geared
toward helping pledges
and associate members of
fraternities, as well as active members, in the continuous education process
of fraternity life.
The Interfraternity
Membership Development
Council is "a new concept
that will go all over the
country," Paul DeWine,
graduate assistant for IFC,
said. Though the organization is mainly geared toward new members, the
four years of collei

should be a continuous quired to have two replearning process that resentatives to the
should not end with becom- organization in addition to
ing an active member, he attendence by all of the
pledges and associate
said.
Formerly the Interfra- members.
RIGHT NOW there are
ternity Pledge Council,
IFMDC was restructured about 110 pledge/associate
and started again last members, DeWine said.
The difference between a
quarter, "but really got
fired up" this quarter, pledge and an associate
Mark Addy, president of member is that an assoIFMDC, said. The organi- ciate member can do most
zation elected officers this of the things an active
quarter and drew up a con- member can do, such as
stitution to submit to IFC. attend meetings, Drew
Addy said one of the or- Patterson, vice president
ganization's goals is to get of Membership Develbetter interaction among opment, added.
Another of the organizafraternities and to "get
some interest going." He tion's goals is to answer
said each fraternity is re- any questions and listen to

any suggestions made by
members, DeWine said.
"Frats must recognize the
differences in needs between freshmen and seniors. We are trying to
realize that difference, he
said.
Patterson said one of the
long-range goals of the organization is to end hazing.
"For the most part, Bowling Green is getting rid of
hazing, physical hazing for
sure, mentally it's hard to
tell," he added.
"WE REALLY WANT to
stress new members,"
Addy said. "We feel that
it's really worthwhile to
help them learn things."
As part of this learning
process, DeWine held a
workshop at the IFMDC
meeting on time management.
He said, "Time is a valuable asset to everyone. No
one should waste it." He
gave several suggestions
that would help students
use time more advantageously.
Setting goals is one way
to use time more effectively, DeWine explained.
_— STADIUM .

EVE AT 7:30 & 9 45 PM
SAT MAT 2:00 )
SUN MAT 2.00 4 4.15-

10

NOMINATIONS
Including■ BEST PICTURE

Yet there are differences
between the University of
Nantes and the University,
as well as between French
and American attitudes.
The sprawled Nantes camfus, opposed to the relaively centralized
University campus, parallels French students'
greater interests in regional affairs and politics,
say French MBA students
Pierre Brisset and J. Francois Gamier.

Another way he suggested would save time is
always communicating effectively. "It's important
that you're clear and concise,' DeWine said. He
also stressed listening to
meanings as well as to the
words a person is saying.
"A GOOD WAY to manage your time is to make a
list of things you have to
get done that day. Budget
your time and stick to the
budget," DeWine gave as
as a third method to save
time.
"If you have to study for
a midterm, block out two
hours to study and stick to
it," he said.
An important part of
making a calendar each
day is setting priorities,
DeWine said. "Setting
priorities is definitely
going to help you manage
your time more usefully,"
DeWine added. A system
of labeling each item on
the list with 'A' being the
highest priority, and 'B'
and 'C second and third
respectively, will help.
\
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STAOIUM PI>"
BOWLING GHEEN

FRI.&
SAT.
ONLY!!

GEORGE C SCOTT
TIMOTHY HUTTON

ACADEMY AWARD

the 1961 trip, agreed with
her, adding the experience
to be an invaluable one for
students interested in European travel and business.

IFC creates group, aids pledges
by Vicki Reinhart
News reporter

STADIUM PLAZA
BOWLING GREEN --

really happening, because
I did not know the lanJe," Constan admitted
lesday.
•In the United States, a
lot of people have the impression (hat the French
are not friendly, and that if
you didn't speak French, to
watch out. But I found everyone extremely helpful."
CONSTAN, A SENIOR in
international business,
was one of 30 students from
the University, Ohio State
University, Wittenburg
University and the University of Jacksonville in Florida that participated in the
study abroad program in
Nantes.
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r
DO YOU LIKE
YOUR
ROCK - HOT?

'A Place
To Mot* Together

CHEVY CHASE

i

$

15/ 30REBATE
On your College Ring

See your Jostens' Representative.
DATE

P^CE

EVE. 7:30 & 9:00
SAT. MAT. 2j00
SUN. MAT.

|L

Monday Night

TECHNfCOUMI*

2:00 & 330

<

ROCK NIGHTJ

February 22-27
University Bookstore
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UAO rents movies to entertain University students
by Len McDennott
News reporter

polling UAO's committee
of 90 students in what they
would like to see. After
By day, the Math Sci- looking over the list, the
ence Building is a lecture UAO staff selects from the
hall but at night it is a top 15 most popular movplace where students can ies, Fran Castellone, film
express their emotions and committee adviser, said.
fantasies in a dimly lit
"This system works
room. The crowd is loud
and anxiously waiting for really well and student
the lights to go off and an turn-outs are good for the
image of exciting enter- movies," Castellone said.
tainment to flash in front of "We save are top movies
their eyes. It is a Univer- for the weekend because
sity Activities Organiza- we can show them twice on
one night. If the movie is
tion weekend movie.
The films are chosen by popular we can have a

third showing."
UAO would like to use
the Main Auditorium, located on the second floor of
University Hall. The
screen is designed for the
Cinemascope films and it
'"ilds more people; however, uiey have to use the
Math Science Building because the theater department has first priority in
the auditorium.
UAO HAS has a good
rapport with the film
agency by working directly with them (a school

quarter in advance) to determine what films can be
brought to campus, Castellone said.

nues they made, she said.
The agency then gets 65
percent of the gross receipts plus the agreed price
for the rental of the film.
There are problems with
getting movies that have
been nominated for an Oscar, she said. The agency
has the right to pull those
movies from the college
list and give it to a neighborhood theater to show.

"I have been working
with UAO since the beginning of the year and I am
really impressed (about)
this system they use in
getting the films for the
campus," she said.
Immediately after UAO
has shown the film as
scheduled, they mail it
back to the film agency
with the list on the reve-

"We're keeping an eye
on Arthur which has a good
chance to be nominated,"
she said. Arthur is sched-

uled to be shown this weekend.
SHE SAID OTHER UAO
committees rely on the
films for their income. The
films are budgeted and
what UAO does not make
off one film, they have to
subsidize with another.
By no fault of UAO's,
there are problems that
crop up during a movie.
Although most projectionists from the Instructional
Media Center are reliable,
there are a few who miss a
cue when starting a film or

Despite receiving priority by the Senate Executive Committee, Faculty
Senate may not produce a
favorable financial exigency plan by the end of
the school year, Dr. Richard Ward said yesterday.
Faculty Senate approved
the committee's task after
University cost-saving
measures were announced
at a special meeting with
Dr. Michael Ferrari, interim president, on Jan. 28.
At the time, the University expected to lose $3.1
million in state subsidies.
That expected reduction
was lessened to $1 million
several days later but is
contingent upon the passage of an increased state
sales tax.

administrator the most
controversy."
As a starting point, he
said, the committee is using a plan drafted by a
University ad hoc committee in 1976 when the fear of
insufficient funds also
existed.
The committee is trying
to implement ideas into
this plan from exigency
plans drafted by other universities, including a detailed one by Ohio State
University, he said.
And, Ward said, the committee will try to recall
faculty objections to the
1976 plan.

THAT PLAN eventually
died in Faculty Senate, he
said, explaining that it was
introduced at the last
meeting of the school year,
where it was not accepted
However, the proposed and became tabled. The
sales tax increase has not Cn was never brought off
table in the following
been well received by
members of the Ohio Gen- year, he said.
eral Assembly. Denial of
The committee has two
the increase would set the approaches available,
University back to the $3.1 Ward said. One would be
million cut.
dismissal by seniority or
tenure - a last in, first out
BECAUSE THIS cut approach, Ward said. The
could result in the release second would be a proof faculty, Faculty Senate gram-based approach, he
members approved the ex- said. The latter would reteutive committee's<lra*" - suit in cute *f or frwn proing of a financial exigency grams, w'fth "tehure'd
plan.
faculty repositioned or, in
Ward, Senate chairman, some cases, encouraged to
said the administration retire early.
can dismiss tenured facIf faculty members
ulty for two reasons L 1) for could not be repositioned,
cause (the faculty member he said, the program would
not carrying out his or her
duties); and 2) insufficient
funds to meet contract
terms.
How the action under the
latter cause would be carried out is where Faculty
Senate is concerned, he
said.
"In those circumstances, what would be
done?" Ward said. "If we
do not come up with a
financial exigency plan...
on how the University is to
cope with the problem of
insufficient funding, the
administration can - and
must - come up with its
own exigency plan."
WARD SAID it is "rational for protecting tenure
because of the importance
of tenure to a proper learning environment at the
University. If tenure did
not exist, there would be
nothing to prevent an administrator from eliminating a program giving the

be retained.
Ward said the committee
"will probably bend more
toward the program-based
approach," which would
protect the concept of tenure.
UPON APPROVAL by
Faculty Senate, the plan
will go to the president, he
said. And, he said. "Since
it has to do with faculty
welfare, I believe it would
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Judy Markel

NAVY AVIATION TEAM
16101 SNOW ROAD NO. 3
BROOKPARK, OHIO 44142
(216) 522-4830 (COLLECT IF NECESSARY)

Mike Says:

Judy Markel
Marianne James

Come out and try our Happy Hour.
6:00 to 8:00.
Nightly Specials 9:00 to Closing

WOMEN INTERESTED IN SPORTS

"Cleveland Hearts"

ATTENTION!

Rock - N - Roll
Friday & Saturday

CLUB LACROSSE
NEEDS YOU!

COME IN • RELAX • ENJOY

Mandatory Meetings for ail
Women interred in playing lacrosse
Mon., Feb. 22,10 p.m. Eppler Center
Call 353-7101 for more info.

1

LOOK FOR

TAVERN
809 S. MAIN

$

Get

BOWLING GREEN

too

and

Blue Keycard

your own

SIGHTS
SOUNDS
EVENTS
ENTERTAINMENT
Coming March 4 in the BG News

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ORIGINAL
WINTER WEDDING

Phone 352-9378

DATE PARTY

9:00—4:30 Monday—Friday

Apartment Complexes
Haven House
Piedmont-8th & High St.
Birch wood Place - 650 Sixth St.
Meadowlark - 818 Seventh St.
707 Sixth St.
Small Bldgs. - Manvllle
(between Sixth • Seventh St*.)

Features
2 Bedroom - carpeted and furnished * Gas heat & air
conditioning ■ gaa cooking (Landlord pays gas) * Laundry areas In each building * Residents pay only light *
Lots ol closet apace * 1 •/, bath.

Special Features
AH residents will be granted membership to Hearth Spa.
a new facility bum In 1981 & features the following:
Hydro Spa Whirlpool * Indoor Heated Pool * Metoa
Sauna * Sun Lamps * Shower Massage * Complete
Exercise FaclKtlea & Equipment.

FEBRUARY 20, 1982
Groom: Fish Thielcke
Bride: kimher Hull
Phil-John A Sue-Lisa
Papa G A Lori
Slu A Lauren
Zak A Gas
Face A Mary
Ken A Joan
Gonzo A Bozo.
Sarge A Blondie
Hammy A Howie
E.J. A Tammy
Honey A Slicki
B.T.B. A Brooke
Skell A Man
Paul A Dana
Crash A Gw.h
Animal A Lisa
Lil' Joe A Ruth
Bear A Vicki

Wheels A Renu
Tricks A Iri.xic
Bag A Lisa
Joe A Deb
Chunks A Chunkeiie
Jack A Carol
Jon A Joanne
Rag A Kim
Pete A Nancy
Big Mac A Shake
Baby Cokes A Betsy
Brent A Shirley
Russ A Amy
John A Ruth
Cat A Julie
Mom A Dad
Bean A Jelly
Steve A Lisa
Bow A Arrow

Falcons

FREE!

Tabloid

835 High St. — Rentul Office .
J0..1.J.1 ik. fl. CL~r-JJJ~1U Sf.

Houses, efficiencies, 1 bedrooms
Furnished & Unfurnished

BENEFITS: Eiicalarrt package Includes 30 days' earned annual vacation. Medical dental low
coat Me insurance and other tax-free Incentives. Dependents' benefits available. Promotion
program Included.
IT. MARTIN JAROSZ

Golden Torch Award Butchie Sferra

Preferred Properties

Other Rentals

QUALIFICATIONS: Minimum BA/BS degree (summer graduetee mav Inquire). Appecanta
must be no more than 29 years old and have vision correctable to 20/20. Relocation required. Applicants must pass aptitude and physical examinations and qustty tor security
clearance. U.S. citizenship required.

*1

DCl 13 AC13 wishes to congratulate
these outstanding members for their
scholarship excellence

Florence Currier Award -

B« part of the Navy avvation-a Naval Flight Officer As a flight officer, youl be r«^»n*bt» for
confroano. complex, onboard weapons and navigation systems on sopMarJcated Navy aircraft Aa a Mghl officer, youl be given advanced technical training Youl gam eerty reapon
elMty. And youl have the chance lor worldwide travel.

Senate informed as to the
direction the committee is
taking.
Also, "Once we get a
little bit more established in terms of the outline - I
want to test it out on Dr.
Ferrari and a few other
administrators in regard
to the workability of it. To
not get the administrators
in on it would guarantee its
failure," Ward said.

be one of those things that
has to be reported to the
Board of Trustees."
But the Board of Trustees do not have to abide b;
ty'spl
the faculty's
plan, he sai
Although, Ward said he
would likejhe plan
pi; to be
idy for Faculty Senate
ready
by the end of the spring
quarter, he will not rush its
completion. He added that
he hopes to keep Faculty

If a person is caught with
alcohol, UAO ushers will
confiscate it until the
movie is over, she said.
UAO will benefit from
semester conversion next
year. They only will have
to schedule movies twice
rather than three times
during the school year, and
this will increase the
chance of getting films because semester schools get
first choice of films. In
addition, the more films
UAO will be ordering, the
less they will have to pay
for them.

WEAR GLASSES AND
WANT TO FLY?

Faculty devises dismissal plan
by David Slgworth
News staff reporter

switching over to the next
reel. This can cause a
problem in crowd control.
During the first film
shown this quarter, a delay
caused an intoxicated person to jump on the stage,
Castellone said. The ushers unsuccessfully tried to
calm him down and he was
removed from the building
by Campus Saftey and Security.
UAO ushers also have
problems with persons who
attempt to bring alcohol
into the movie. Alcohol is
not permitted by state law.

FREE, February 16-19 only. Blue Keycard
and the BG Chapter of the American Marketing
Association invite you to apply for membership
in the only charge card designed exclusively for
the college student. It provides you with an
opportunity to establish a good credit rating
early - leading to other credit and charge cards.
The Blue Keycard gives you a 1100.00 per
month spending limit and can be used at almost
20 merchants around campus ranging from
SamB's to Myles Pizza Pub to Powder Puff.
With Blue Keycard, you get what you want
when you need it - without having to cany

around large amounts of cash or worrying about
your checking account balance. In short, Blue
Keycard membership is your opporunity to
establish a good credit history early while
enjoying financial security,
convenience,
personal
service,
budget
planning and
emergency protection that only a charge card
can provide
umd not only do you get a
Blue Keycard FREE, but we'll Aso give you
$1.00 cash when you pick your card up this
week only in the foyer of the BA Building from
10 a.m. to 4 p.m. February 16 - 19. This offer
expires at 4 p.m., Friday, February 19.
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Battered cagers entertain Huskies First-place
pin in his leg the last two seasons, but
the pin was removed last summer.
The removal of the pin was supposed
to increase Flowers' mobility and
decrease the pain he had been going
through, but apparently that has not
been Die case.
To further add to BG's troubles
going into tomorrow's important
game, both David Greer and BUI
Faine are battling nagging injuries
and may not be at lull strength.
GREER INJURED his right wrist
in the closing minutes of overtime
against Toledo. Faine, who has replaced Flowers in the starting lineup,
suffered a back injury in practice last

at length yesterday.

by Joe Menzer
sport* editor

"We just sat and talked for a long
time. I told him, '111 talk it over with
you, but it's your decision,' " Weinert
said. "I told him to check with (team
Sysician) Doc Barker and (trainer)
nny Corbin and with his parents.
"HE'S BEEN in unbelievable pain.
I think it's a legitimate thing. It
surprised me, this late in the season,
but he must have reached the point
where the pain was just so great."
Flowers' sudden announcement
took everyone by surprise. Weinert
said that he was first informed of it
after the Toledo game Wednesday
night, when Flowers simply said, "I
don't know if I can take it anymore."
Flowers played 27 minutes against
Toledo, but his leg swelled up "really
bad" afterwards, Weinert said.
Flowers first seriously injured his
leg in the summer of 1978 when a
forklift fell on it at his summer job. A
Ein was surgically inserted into the
adly broken leg to promote healing.
The S-foot-5 senior played with the

A banged up Bowling Green basketball team wiD play host to one of the
hottest teams in the Mid-American
Conference tomorrow night when it
faces Northern Illinois at 8 p.m. in
Anderson Arena.
NIU has won five of its last six MAC
contests to climb into a second place
tie with the Falcons, who are ft-5 in
league play. The Huskies are 12-11
overall, while BG is 14-9. Both clubs
trail MAC-leading Ball State by two
games.
Not only are the Falcons reeling
from a two-point overtime loss to
Toledo last Wednesday night, but they
are saddled with injuries.
John Flowers, a starter for most of
the season, is still considering quitting the team because of a painful and
recurring leg injury. Flowers will
make the final decision himself by 1
Sjn. today, according to BG coach
ohn Weinert, who met with Flowers

NIU is a big, physical team that
could be tough to stop inside without
Flowers and a healthy 6-7 Faine.
The Huskies are led by 6-9 AUen
Rayhorn, a first-team aU-MAC selection last year who is averaging 14.8
points and 8.8 rebounds pergame this
season. NIU also starts 6-8 Tim Dillon
(10.4 ppg), 6-4 Jon Collins (7.4), 6-5

Terry Ureen (2.7) and 6M) Leonard
Hayes (13.4).
Although Weinert said last night
that Greer and Faine may not even
play, Greer said that x-rays on his
wrist proved negative and that he
hopes to be ready to go.
"It's not broken," Greer said of his
injured wrist. "Basically, we've got a
lot of nagging injuries. BUI (Faine)
has had trouble with his back aU year
and I think he just strained it. We
should be close to fuU strength."
Still, the 5-9 BG co-captain indicated that the possibility of losing
Flowers for the season is uppermost
in the team's mind.
"It's going to be tough without
John, but Bill's been doing an excellent job and Joe Harrison canplay off
the bench," he said. "It (Flowers'
announcement) pretty much surErised all of us. but it must really be
othering him. If he could play, I'm
sure he would."
Flowers could not be reached for
comment last night.

Women cagers face Golden Flashes in opening round
A trip to the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's regional tournament looms on the horizon for
Bowling Green's women's basketball
team if the Falcons win this weekend's Mid-American Conference
Championship tournament, which begins tonight at BaU State in Muncie,
The Falcons play Kent State, a
team they defeated earlier this
month, today at 1:30 p.m. in the
opening round of the tourney. If BG
gets by the Golden Flashes again, the
Falcons wiU play the winner of the
Miami-Western Michigan game on
Saturday at 6 p.m.
For the Falcons, today's contest
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Miami will be led by goaltenders
Dan Kodatsky (7-6M), 4.09 GAA) and
Alain Chevrier (7-9-1,4.15 GAA) in the
nets, and forwards Steve Morris (2027-47) and Dave Wheeldon (14-28-42)
on offense. No Miami scorer ranks in
the top 35 league scorers, while BG
places three in the top 12.
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ALSO APPROACHING the CCHA
record book is senior co-captain
George McPhee, who is second to
Hills in league scoring (16-35-51) and
overaU scoring (22-42-64). McPhee's
35 assists are one shy of the CCHA
mark, and he is six points away from
becoming the all-time CCHA scoring
leader.
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BG is hoping for a repeat of its last
outing with Miami, a 10-3 and 7-2
sweep at the Ice Arena last December. The Falcons wiU be looking towards the continued solid goaltending
of Mike David (194-1 with a 3.63
league goals-against), and the scoring
of Brian Hills to bring home the
championship. Hills paces the CCHA
in league scoring (25-28-43) and overall scoring (28-3846), and his 25
league goals is a new CCHA record.
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SATURDAY. FEB. 20. 8 P.M-12 PU-

"We're into the final stretch, and
we're aU ready to go," York said.
"You can bet we'U be ready for this
weekend. We'U have to continue playing weU in order to stay in first
place."

1 F rmte lor spr qtr
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SQUARE DANCE

BG Is coming off last weekend's
spUt with Ohio State minus the duties
of senior co-captain Brian MacLeUan
tonight, due to a game disqualification received last Saturday against
the Buckeyes. MacLellan will be back
on the ice tomorrow night for the
second game of the series. The Falcons will be skating at full strength,
with all major injuries healed.
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THE FALCONS close their season
with this weekend's series with Miami, the cellar-dweUar in the CCHA,
and next weekend's home-and-away
series with third-place Michigan. The
Spartans have two home-and-away
series remaining, taking on fifthplace Notre Dame this weekend and
sixth-place Ferris State next weekend.
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IT'S NOT LAMBA CM OR LA MO A CHI.

The Falcons have already clinched
at least a fourth-place finish, and with
it, the home-ice advantage in the first
round of the CCHA playoffs, March 6
and 7.
But by clinching the CCHA title for
the regular season, the Falcons would
be the top seed for the post season
tournament, and would probably receive a bid to the NCAA tournament
regardless of the outcome of the
CCHA tourney, according to BG
coach Jerry York.
Clinching the title wUl be no easy
task for BG, as the Falcons hold just a
30 percentage point lead over secondplace Michigan State. Because the
teams p'nvp3 a different number of
league games, the only way the Falcons can maintain their hold on first
6lace is to win - even if the teams lose
le same number of contests the rest
of the way, Michigan State will take
over the league lead.

trpm campus SIQQmo CM 352 2707

OZ

We're psyched tor a wrtd ime MMght
Let i party down and do it uprtghl'

Bowling Green's hockey team can
go a long way towards clinching the
regular season title in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association with a
sweep of Miami, this weekend, in
Oxford.
BG is 17-6-1 in the CCHA, and 21-10-1
overall. The Redskins sport a 7-16-1
mark in the league, and a 14-17-1
record overall.
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WE'RE

GOING TO PUT ON OUR TOUOUES ANO

Bole said beachy would be a definite factor in the game if the talented
senior plays, but she also said she felt
the Falcons could beat the Flashes
again with or without their star forward.
"For her (Beachy's) sake, I hope
she wiU be able to play," Bole said.
"Naturally we want to have our
chances of winning, but she is a great
kid and really deserves this chance."
Likewise, BG's flashy point guard,
Deanne Knoblauch, said she felt the
Falcons wiU be able to contain
Beachy if she plays.
"We had a good practice (last)
Wednesday and we think we can beat
them again," Knoblauch said. "If
Beachy plays, we'U probably key up
on her more and keep her from getting inside."
Dahs

CATCH A WAVE
DG ANCHOR SPLASH'
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WELCOME TO THE OAV OF THE GREAT
TONIGHT

LOST AND FOUND

(3-4), WMU (3-5) and Toledo (2-5).
Like the Flashes, the Falcons are
also coming off a loss. BG was upset
by Toledo last Tuesday. BG coach
Kathy Bole said the team worked on
some basic fundamentals in practice
last Wednesday, and said she felt BG
has the capability of bouncing back
and doing weU in the tourney.
"We didn't ignore the Toledo game.
We broke the game down during practice and worked on some things that I
felt we needed to improve on," Bole
said. "The last time we played them
(KSU) we played a man-to-man defense most of the game. This time we
might play a little zone defense to
keep them away from the inside. We
would like to force them to take the
outside shot like they did the last time
(we played them).

with the defending MAC champion
Flashes may be BG's biggest game of
the year. When the Falcons defeated
KSU eariier, KSU was without its top
scorer and Ail-American candidate,
Bonnie Beachy.
The senior forward suffered a leg
injury against Ohio University prior
to KSU's game against BG. However,
Beachy did see some action in KSU's
loss against Youngstown State last
Wednesday, but her status for today's
game against BG was listed as doubtful.
THE FLASHES, 5-3 in the MAC,
were seeded third in the tourney behind Miami (7-1), and Eastern Michigan (6-2). Northern Illinois (5-3) was
seeded fourth. Other teams in the
tournament and their records are BG
(4-3), OU (3-6), CMU (2-7), BaU State

by Chock Krumel
News staff reporter

BG icers
closing in on crown

Cat
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 24,1982
CAMPUS ROOM, UNIVERSITY UNION
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PHOTOGRAPHS
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CALL NOW FOR
AN APPOINTMENT
352-4101 181 (B)S. Main, B.G.
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8:30,9:30,10:30,11:30 am
l:30,2:3O,3:30,4:3Opm

ONE MEETING ATTEND ONE MEETING ATTENJTJ

©I

Madame Prez & Craig
Jules & Drew
Kris & Patrick
Mary Ann & Tony
Jennifer & Brad
Kim & Rick
Laura & Schmullzie
Mary Ann & Dave
MAP & Billy
Nancy & Joe
Anna & Jack
Daisy & A.Z.
Kim & Marty
Amy & Jimmy
Linda & Bill
I)KF. & KNOX
JCA & Randy
Bobbie & Jay
Melissa & Bryon
Keely A Michael
Susan & Bill
Belh & Tom
Pam & Scott

Linda & Jordie
Michelle & John
Joy & Dave
Mkhole & Bob
Kiki & Mike
Randi & Ron
Shelly & Jay
Mary Beth & Jim
Annette & Jeff
Jenny & Rich
Suzi & Jeff
Karin & Goose
Suzanne & Mike
Connie & Randy
Tammy & Ted
Julie & Jim
Anne & Scott
Terri & Joe
Cathy & Tom
Nancy & Kevin
Julie & Tim
Dawn & Todd
Grace & Salch

An Evening to Remember.

Yves & Jer<Mario)
Mari & Bob
Linda & Steve
Sandy & Eddie
Karen & Frank
Beth & Doug
Pam & Greg
Becky & Steve
Hedley & Pots
Jenny & Gary
Kelley & Mike
Amy & Eric
Eileen & Bill
Debbie & Jeff
Dawn & Jim
Sue & Matt
Lana & Bis
C aria & Bob
Randi & Scott
Amy & Eric
Kinky & Mike
Moira & Tom
Karen & Greg

"

